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AbstractEmpirical studies in inductive language learning point at pure memory-based learning asa successful approach to many language learning tasks, often performing better than lerningmethods that abstract from the learning material. The possibility is left open, however, thatlimited, careful abstraction in memory-based learning may be harmless to generalisation, aslong as the disjunctivity of language data is preserved. We compare three types of carefulabstraction: editing, oblivious (partial) decision-tree abstraction, and generalised instances,in a single-task study. Only when combined with feature weighting, careful abstraction canequal pure memory-based learning. In a multi-task case study we �nd that the fambl al-gorithm, a new careful abstractor which merges families of instances, performs close to purememory-based learning, though it equals it only on one task. On the basis of the gathered em-pirical results, we argue for the incorporation of the notion of instance families, i.e., carefullygeneralised instances, in memory-based language learning.
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1 IntroductionMemory-based learning has been studied for some time now as an approach to learning lan-guage processing tasks, and is found by various studies to be successful, attaining adequate toexcellent generalisation accuracies on realistic, complex tasks as di�erent as hyphenation, se-mantic parsing, part-of-speech tagging, morphological segmentation, and word pronunciation(Daelemans and Van den Bosch, 1992a; Cardie, 1994; Cardie, 1996; Daelemans et al., 1996;Van den Bosch, 1997). Recent studies in inductive language learning (Van den Bosch, 1997;Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming) provide indications that forget-ting (parts of) task instances during learning tends to hinder generalisation accuracy of thetrained classi�ers, especially when these instances are estimated to be exceptional. Learningalgorithms that do not forget anything about the learning material, i.e., pure memory-basedlearning algorithms, are found to obtain the best accuracies for the tasks studied when com-pared to decision-tree or edited memory-based learning algorithms. The detrimental e�ectof forgetting exceptions is especially witnessed in grapheme-phoneme conversion and wordpronunciation, although it is not fully clear yet what distinguishes these tasks from otherlanguage learning tasks such as part-of-speech tagging, base-NP chunking, or prepositional-phrase attachment.Learning algorithms equipped with the ability to forget (e.g., editing in IB3, Aha, Kibler,and Albert (1991), or pruning in C4.5, Quinlan (1993)) do so quite strongly by default. Forexample, if the decision-tree learner C4.5 is not given any parameter value overrules by theuser, it tends to perform a considerable amount of abstraction (i.e., decision-tree pruning)when trained on typical language learning tasks. Although this default bias tend to producesmall trees which allow very fast classi�cation, generalisation performance on some languagelearning tasks is markedly worse as compared to that of memory-based classi�ers. However,tuning these parameters towards less pruning in decision trees or limited forgetting of instancesin edited memory-based learning, i.e., careful (or weak) abstraction, can yield performancesthat are close or equal to those of pure memory-based learning, at least for some languagelearning tasks (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming).Thus, �ndings from recent studies leave room for the hypothesis that careful abstraction3



in inductive language learning may be an equal alternative to pure memory-based learning.Advantages of the careful abstraction approach may be that, although it is not likely tooutperform the generalisation accuracies obtained with pure memory-based learning easily, itmay produce a more compact model of the learning material, and it may better reect somelinguistic aspects of the data. Although computational e�ciency is not at the focus of thisarticle, it can also be hypothesised that more compact representations of the learning materialallow faster classi�cation. The topic of this article is to investigate existing approaches tocareful abstraction during learning, and to perform empirical tests on language learning tasksto collect indications for the e�cacy of careful abstraction in inductive language learning, incomparison with pure memory-based learning.We use the term abstraction here as denoting the forgetting of learning material duringlearning. This material notion of abstraction is not to be confused with the informationalabstraction from learning material exhibited by weighting metrics (Salzberg, 1991; Cost andSalzberg, 1993; Wettschereck, Aha, and Mohri, 1997), and, more generally, by the abstractionbias in all memory-based learning approaches that high similarity between instances is to bepreferred over lower similarity, and that only the most similar items are to be used as infor-mation source for extrapolating classi�cations. In this article, comparisons are made amongmemory-based learning algorithms that feature both material abstraction and weighting met-rics. Where possible, both types of abstraction are separated to allow for the comparison ofminimal pairs of algorithmic settings, and a proper discussion of the results. The empiricalpart of this article describes two case studies in which only parts of the total experimentalmatrix between algorithms, abstraction methods, metrics, and language learning tasks arecovered; it is hoped that these case studies provide indications that support the broader,secondary goal of the paper: to show that apart from instances, memory-based languagelearning may consider instance families, i.e., carefully generalised instances, as working unitsin learning and processing.The article is structured as follows. Section 2 summarises methods for careful abstractionin memory-based learning; it reviews existing approaches, and presents fambl, a new memory-based learning algorithm that abstracts carefully by merging (families of) instances in memory.4



In Section 3 a range of memory-based learning algorithms performing careful abstractionis applied to the task of grapheme-phoneme conversion. While this task is represented bya relatively small data set, the second series of experiments, described in Section 4, dealswith the application of fambl, in comparison with its parent (pure memory-based) learningalgorithm ib1-ig, to a range of language learning tasks represented by large data sets ofexamples. In Section 5, the e�cacy of careful generalisation over families of instances isdiscussed, and the idea of viewing these families as linguistic units is outlined. Finally,Section 5 identi�es future research.2 Careful abstraction in memory-based learningMemory-based learning, also known as instance-based, example-based, lazy, case-based, exem-plar-based, locally weighted, and analogical learning (Stan�ll and Waltz, 1986; Aha, Kibler,and Albert, 1991; Salzberg, 1991; Kolodner, 1993; Aha, 1997; Atkeson, Moore, and Schaal,1997), is a class of supervised inductive learning algorithms for learning classi�cation tasks(Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990). Memory-based learning treats a set of labeled (pre-classi�ed)training instances as points in a multi-dimensional feature space, and stores them as such inan instance base in memory (rather than performing some abstraction over them).An instance consists of a �xed-length vector of n feature-value pairs, and information �eldcontaining the classi�cation of that particular feature-value vector. After the instance baseis built, new (test) instances are classi�ed by matching them to all instances in the instancebase, and by calculating with each match the distance, given by a distance function �(X;Y )between the new instance X and the memory instance Y . The memory instances with thesmallest distances are collected, and the classi�cations associated with these neighbours aremerged and extrapolated to assign a classi�cation to the test instance.The most basic distance function for patterns with symbolic features is the overlap metricgiven in Equations 1 and 2; where �(X;Y ) is the distance between patterns X and Y ,represented by n features, wi is a weight for feature i, and � is the distance per feature.�(X;Y ) = nXi=1 wi �(xi; yi) (1)5



where: �(xi; yi) = 0 if xi = yi; else 1 (2)Classi�cation in memory-based learning systems is basically performed by the k-nearest neigh-bour (k-NN) classi�er (Cover and Hart, 1967; Devijver and Kittler, 1982), with k usually setto 1. k-NN classi�cation coupled with equal weighting in the similarity function (e.g., for allfeatures f , wf = 1), is essentially the ib1 algorithm (Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991).Early work on the k-NN classi�er pointed at advantageous properties of the classi�er interms of generalisation accuracies, under certain assumptions, because of its reliance on fullmemory (Fix and Hodges, 1951; Cover and Hart, 1967). However, the trade-o� downsideof full memory is computational ine�ciency of the classi�cation process, as compared toparametric classi�ers that do abstract from the learning material. Therefore, several early in-vestigations were performed into editing methods: �nding criteria for the removal of instancesfrom memory (Hart, 1968; Gates, 1972) without harming classi�cation accuracy. Other stud-ies on editing also explored the possibilities of detecting and removing noise from the learneddata, so that classi�cation accuracy might even improve (Wilson, 1972; Devijver and Kittler,1980).The renewed interest in the k-NN classi�er from the late 1980s onwards in the ai-sub�eldof machine learning (Stan�ll and Waltz, 1986; Stan�ll, 1987; Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991;Salzberg, 1991) caused several new implementations of ideas on criteria for editing, but alsoother approaches to abstraction in memory-based learning emerged. In this section we startwith a brief overview of approaches to editing of instances during learning. We then discussone approach in which memory-based learning is optimised using oblivious (partial) decision-tree search. We conclude our overview with a discussion of two approaches that carefullymerge instances into more general expressions. Consequently we present fambl, a carefully-abstracting memory-based learning algorithm. fambl merges groups of very similar instances(families) into family expressions.As a sidenote, we mention that in this section we use grapheme-phoneme conversion as abenchmark language learning task from which examples are drawn illustrating the functioningof the described approaches. The task is also in focus in Section 3. Grapheme-phoneme6



conversion is a well-known benchmark task in machine learning (Sejnowski and Rosenberg,1987; Stan�ll and Waltz, 1986; Stan�ll, 1987; Lehnert, 1987; Wolpert, 1989; Shavlik, Mooney,and Towell, 1991; Dietterich, Hild, and Bakiri, 1995). We de�ne the task as the conversionof �xed-sized instances representing parts of words to a class representing the phoneme ofthe instance's middle letter. To generate the instances, windowing is used (Sejnowski andRosenberg, 1987). Table 1 displays four example instances and their classi�cations. Forexample, the �rst instance in Table 1, hearts (the ` ' denotes empty outside-word positions),maps to class label /A:/, denoting an elongated short `a'-sound to which the middle letter`a' maps. In this study, we chose a �xed window width of nine letters, which o�ers su�cientcontext information for adequate performance (in terms of the upper bound on error demandedby applications in speech technology) (Van den Bosch, 1997).Features1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Classh e a r t s /A:/b o o k i n g /k/i t i e s /z/b a s i c /b/Table 1: Example instances of the grapheme-phoneme conversion learning task. All instances arecharacterised by seven features (letters) and one classlabel, which is the phonemic mapping of themiddle letter of the instance.The task is deliberately picked for providing illustrations and for running the �rst seriesof experiments (cf. Section 3), because it has been claimed and demonstrated at severaloccasions that pure memory-based learning is successful in learning this task (Stan�ll andWaltz, 1986; Wolpert, 1989), also when compared to learning methods that abstract morestrongly (Van den Bosch, 1997; Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming).The task appears more sensitive to harmful e�ects of abstraction than other tasks investigatedin the literature, and consequently, careful abstraction will be needed the most in learninggrapheme-phoneme conversion. This task bias, upheld for now for the purpose of illustration,is abandoned in Section 4 when a series of experiments on a range of other language learningtasks is described.
7



2.1 Existing approachesWe distinguish between three types of careful abstraction during learning:1. Editing (Hart, 1968; Wilson, 1972; Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991): removing instancesaccording to a classi�cation-related utility threshold they do not reach. Editing is notcareful in principle, but the approaches discussed here and included in the empiricalcomparison (i.e., ib2 and ib3, Aha, Kibler, and Albert (1991)) collect statistical evidencefor the relative harmlessness of the editing operation to be performed.2. Oblivious (partial) decision-tree abstraction (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, andWeijters, 1997): compressing (parts of) instances in the instance base into (parts of)decision-trees. Part of the motivation to perform top-down induction of decision trees(tdidt) is the presence of clear di�erences in the relative importance of instance features,allowing features to be strictly ordered in matching (Quinlan, 1986). The approach isdependent on the use of a feature-weighting metric.3. Carefully merged instances (Salzberg, 1991; Wettschereck and Dietterich, 1995;Domingos, 1996): merging multiple instances in single generalised instances. Whileindividual instances are usually represented by propositional conjunctions of atomicfeature values, merged instances can be conjunctions of disjunctions of feature values,or rules with wildcards.In the following subsections we outline approaches to each of these three types of carefulabstraction during learning.2.1.1 EditingIn memory-based learning, it seems sensible to keep any instance in memory that plays apositive role in the correct classi�cation of other instances within memory or of new, unseeninstances. Alternatively, when it plays no role at all in classi�cation, or when it is disruptivefor classi�cation, it may be discarded from memory. These two options form the bases of twoapproaches to editing found in the literature:1. Delete instances of which the deletion does not alter the classi�cation performance of thememory-based classi�er. Performance changes can only be measured on the instances8



stored in memory. The assumption is made that lack of performance loss measured onthe instances in memory, transfers to lack of performance loss on unseen instances. Earlyexamples of this approach are the Condensed Nearest Neighbour classi�er proposed byHart (1968), the Reduced Nearest Neighbour classi�er (Gates, 1972) and the IterativeCondensation Algorithm (Swonger, 1972). The ib2 algorithm (Aha, Kibler, and Albert,1991) is a more recent example.2. Delete instances of which the classi�cation is di�erent from the majority class of theirnearest neighbours. Such instances may play a disruptive role in classi�cation, sinceapparently they are positioned in a part of instance space dominated by another classthan their own. Early approaches to this type of editing include Wilson (1972), Tomek(1976), and Devijver and Kittler (1980). In ib3 (Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991) the ap-proach is to delete instances estimated to cause misclassi�cations of (unseen) neighbourinstances according to a class prediction strength estimate. Again, such estimates canonly be based on the material available in memory, but are assumed to apply to unseenmaterial as well.Aha, Kibler, and Albert (1991) describe a class of instance-based (memory-based) learningalgorithms that learn incrementally, i.e., instance by instance. Two of these algorithms, ib2and ib3, are compared in the case study of Section 3. We describe them briey here. First, ib2edits instances from memory that are classi�ed correctly by their neighbourhood1. Instanceseventually stored in memory are instances of which the nearest neighbours have di�erentclassi�cations. The assumption is that such instances mark the boundary of an area in whichall instances are labeled with the same class; the instances that would be positioned in thecentre of such areas in pure memory-based learning are not stored, since their position issafeguarded by the boundary instances surrounding it. This safety assumption makes ib2 acareful abstractor that may economise on memory usage considerably, but it also makes itsensitive to noise (Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991).ib3 extends ib2, attempting to compensate for the �tting of noise. During incrementallearning, of each stored instance records are updated on its successfulness as nearest neighbor1Strictly speaking, editing in ib2 is not editing from memory, since left-out instances are only held temporarilyin memory at the moment when their local statistics on whether they should be included are computed.9



in the classi�cation of all subsequently-stored instances (using some additional bootstrappingheuristics during the beginning stages of learning). On the basis of these records, a statisticaltest determines whether the instance should be regarded as noise and should be edited. Aninstance is edited when its classi�cation accuracy is signi�cantly lower than its class' observedfrequency.Although it may be pro�table for generalisation accuracy to edit noise, it is crucial whetherthe estimation of the noisiness of instances does not mark productive instances (i.e., goodclassi�ers for their own class) as noise, simply because they are in a small disjunct on theirown. For some language learning tasks, among which grapheme-phoneme conversion and wordpronunciation, the instance space is highly disjunct, and editing the smallest disjuncts almostimmediately causes lower generalisation performance (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel,1998 forthcoming). For an instance in a small disjunct to be stored in memory in ib3 and notbe deleted later on during learning, it is essential that it is at least once the nearest neighbourto an instance of the same class, which for very small disjuncts (e.g., those containing singleinstances) is unlikely to happen. ib3 may not be careful enough for these types of data.2.1.2 Oblivious (partial) decision-tree abstractionMany studies have demonstrated the positive e�ects of using informational abstraction, suchas feature weighting, in the distance function (Cost and Salzberg, 1993; Wettschereck, Aha,and Mohri, 1997), on classi�cation accuracy in memory-based learning of many types of tasks,including real-world learning tasks. This appears to hold for language learning tasks in gen-eral, as witnessed by several empirical studies (Weijters, 1991; Daelemans and Van den Bosch,1992a; Van den Bosch, 1997). Daelemans and Van den Bosch (1992a) introduced featureweighting by computing their information gain (Quinlan, 1986). It appears pro�table to in-clude information-gain feature weighting in the distance function. Many other feature weight-ing methods exist (Salzberg, 1991; Kononenko, 1994; Wettschereck, Aha, and Mohri, 1997),but we focus here on information-gain (ratio) weighting as an example, and give a brief de�-nition.The function for computing information gain (henceforth ig) weighting looks at eachfeature of instances in an instance base in isolation, and measures how much information10



it contributes to predicting the correct classi�cation. The information gain of feature fis measured by computing the di�erence in entropy (i.e., uncertainty, or scrambledness ofinformation) between the situations without and with knowledge of the value of that feature,as displayed in Equation 3:wf = H(C)�Pv2Vf P (v)�H(Cjv)si(f) (3)si(f) = �Xv2Vf P (v) log2 P (v) (4)Where C is the set of class labels, Vf is the set of values for feature f , and H(C) =�Pc2C P (c) log2 P (c) is the entropy of the class labels. The probabilities are estimated fromrelative frequencies in the training set. The normalizing factor si(f) (split info) is includedto avoid a bias in favor of features with more values. It represents the amount of informationneeded to represent all values of the feature (Equation 4). The resulting ig values can thenbe used as weights wi:::nin Equation 1.Large di�erences in the ig of features are an adequate basis for inducing decision treesfrom instances, such as in c4.5 (Quinlan, 1986), or in igtree (Daelemans, Van den Bosch,and Weijters, 1997). We briey discuss the latter algorithm, as it is included in the casestudies described in Sections 3 and 4.igtree is a method to optimise search in instance bases in memory-based learning (Daele-mans, Van den Bosch, and Weijters, 1997), that compresses the content of the original instancebase by careful abstraction. Abstraction takes the form of replacing feature-value informationover sets of instances, along with classi�cation information, by decision tree arcs and nodes.igtree builds oblivious decision trees, i.e., feature ordering is computed only at the rootnode and is kept constant during tdidt, instead of being recomputed at every new node suchas in c4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). Moreover, igtree does not prune low-frequency instances; it isonly allowed to carefully abstract information redundant for the classi�cation of the instancespresented during training.The basis for igtree construction is the ordering of features according to their ig. Froma root node, labeled with the most frequent class in the instance base (i.e., the best guesson classi�cation in the absence of information on feature values), arcs are generated labeled11



with all occurring values of the feature with the largest ig. Each arc ends in a second-levelnode that represents the subset of instances with the speci�c value at the most importantfeature indicated by their arc, and that is labeled with the most frequently occurring classin that subset. This top-down induction of the decision tree is then applied recursively untila represented subset is labeled with a single class. Careful abstraction is applied to removeinformation that is redundant for classi�cation: (i) no arcs and nodes are generated on lessimportant features that were not inspected in a disambiguated path since they are redundantfor classi�cation, and (ii) leaf nodes that have the same class label as their parent node arealso redundant, thus not stored. One may argue that each node construction constitutes yetanother careful abstraction, since it summarises the presence of a feature value over manyinstances by only storing it once, along with a class or a class distribution. We assert that onlythe abstraction of a default class from an original distribution of classes in a non-ending nodeconstitutes abstraction; feature-value summarisation on arcs is only an alternative (optimised)way of storing information that is not lost.2.1.3 Carefully merged instancesPaths in decision trees can be seen as generalised instances, but in igtree and c4.5 thisgeneralisation is performed up to the point where no actual instance is left in memory; allis converted to nodes and arcs. Counter to this strong generalisation by compression, ap-proaches exist that start with storing individual instances in memory, and carefully mergesome of these instances to become a single, more general instance, only when there is someevidence that this operation is not harmful to generalisation performance. Although over-all memory is compressed, the memory still contains individual items on which the samek-NN-based classi�cation can be performed. The abstraction occurring in this approach isthat after a merge, the merged instances incorporated in the new generalised instance cannotbe reconstructed individually. Example approaches to merging instances are nge (Salzberg,1991) and its batch variant bnge (Wettschereck and Dietterich, 1995), and rise (Domingos,1996). We provide brief discussions of two of these algorithms: nge and rise.nge (Salzberg, 1991), an acronym for Nested Generalised Exemplars, is an incrementallearning theory for merging instances (or exemplars, as Salzberg prefers to refer to instances12
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the nested instances: it would also match accene, accelt, and accedt perfectly.Notice that with symbolic feature values, the geometrically intuitive concept of nestingbecomes void. Since no real-valued distance is computed between symbolic feature values,but rather the simple all-or-none overlap similarity metric applies (Salzberg, 1991; Aha, Ki-bler, and Albert, 1991), merging yields at disjunctions of conjunctions of feature values, asillustrated in Figure 1.When a new instance is misclassi�ed by its nearest neighbour, it is merged with the second-nearest neighbour if that neighbour would classify the new instance correctly (a \second-chance" heuristic, Salzberg (1991)). If not, the new instance is added to memory as anindividual exemplar. It may be inside an existing hyperrectangle, thus representing an ex-ception marked with a di�erent class (a \hole") within the instance space bounded by thathyperrectangle.Matching between new instances and (merged) exemplars in the implementation of ngeis augmented with two additional heuristics: (i) using the class prediction strength of anexemplar as a multiplication factor in the similarity function, and (ii) using incrementally-learned global feature weights set according to their contribution to classi�cation error. Fordetails on these weighting metrics the reader is referred to Salzberg (1991), and to Cost andSalzberg (1993) for an elaboration of the class-prediction strength metric.rise (Rule Induction from a Set of Exemplars) (Domingos, 1995; Domingos, 1996) is auni�ed multistrategy learning method, combining memory-based learning (viz. pebls, Costand Salzberg (1993)) with rule-induction (Michalski, 1983; Clark and Niblett, 1989; Clarkand Boswell, 1991). As in nge, the basic method is that of a memory-based learner andclassi�er, only operating on a more general type of instance. rise learns a memory �lled withrules which are all derived from individual instances. Some rules are instance-speci�c, andother rules are generalised over sets of instances.rise inherits parts of the rule induction method of cn2 (Clark and Niblett, 1989; Clarkand Boswell, 1991). cn2 is an incremental rule-induction algorithm that attempts to �ndthe \best" rule governing a certain amount of instances in the instance base that are not yetcovered by a rule. \Goodness" of a rule is estimated by computing its apparent accuracy with14



Laplacian correction (Niblett, 1987; Clark and Boswell, 1991). Rule induction ends when allinstances are abstracted (covered by rules).rise induces rules in a careful manner, operating in cycles. At the onset of learning, allinstances are converted to instance-speci�c rules. During a cycle, for each rule a search ismade for the nearest instance not already covered by it that has the same class. If such aninstance is found, rule and instance are merged into a more general rule. When identicalrules are formed, they are joined. The assumption is made that performance retainmenton the training set (i.e., the generalisation accuracy of the rule set on the original instancesthey were based on) also helps performance on test material to be retained at the level ofthe most accurate of its parent algorithms. At each cycle, the goodness of the rule set onthe original training material (the individual instances) is monitored. rise halts when thisaccuracy measure does not improve (which may already be the case in the �rst cycle, yieldinga plain memory-based learning algorithm). In a series of experiments it is shown that risecan improve on its memory-based parent pebls, as well as on its rule-induction parent cn2,on a signi�cant number of benchmark learning tasks (Domingos, 1996).Applied to symbolically-valued data, rise creates rules that are left-hand side conjunctionsof conditions coupled with a right-hand side consequent being the rule's class. A conditioncouples a feature to one value in an equality. A rule may contain only one condition perfeature, and may contain no conditions at all. Figure 2 illustrates the merging of individualinstances into a rule. The rule contains seven non-empty conditions, and two empty ones(�lled with wildcards, `*', in the �gure). The rule now matches on every instance beginningwith acce, and receives a goodness score (i.e., its apparent accuracy on the training set withLaplacian correction) of 0:095.Instance classi�cation is done by searching for the best-matching rule, always selecting therule with the highest Laplacian accuracy (Clark and Boswell, 1991). As a heuristic add-on fordealing with symbolic values, rise incorporates a value-di�erence metric (Stan�ll and Waltz,1986; Cost and Salzberg, 1993) by default, called the simpli�ed value-di�erence metric (svdm)due to its simpli�ed treatment of feature-value occurrences in the vdm function (Domingos,1996). 15
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Figure 2: An example of an induced rule in rise, displayed on the right, with the set of instancesthat it covers (and from which it was generated) on the left.2.2 FAMBL: merging instance familiesfambl, for FAMily-Based Learning, is a new algorithm that constitutes an alternative ap-proach to careful abstraction over instances. The core idea of fambl is to transform aninstance base into a set of instance family expressions. An instance family expression is ahyperrectangle, but the procedure for merging instances di�ers from that in nge or in rise.First, we outline the ideas and assumptions underlying fambl. We then give a proceduraldescription of the learning algorithm.2.2.1 Instance familiesClassi�cation of an instance in memory-based learning �rst involves a search for the nearestneighbours of that instance. The value of k in k-NN determines how many of these neighboursare used for extrapolating their (majority) classi�cation to the new instance. A �xed k ignores(smoothes) the fact that an instance is often surrounded in instance space by a number ofinstances of the same class that is actually larger or smaller than k. We refer to such variable-sized set of same-class nearest neighbours as an instance's family. The extreme cases are (i)instances that have a nearest neighbour of a di�erent class, i.e., they have no family membersand are a family on their own, and (ii) instances that are have as nearest neighbours all otherinstances of the same class.Thus, families are class clusters, and the number and sizes of families in a data set re-ect the disjunctivity of the data set: the degree of scatteredness of classes into clusters.In real-world data sets, the situation is generally somewhere between the extremes of total16
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Figure 3: An example of a family in a two-dimensional instance space (left). The family, atthe inside of the dotted circle, spans the focus instance (black) and the three nearest neighbourslabeled with the same class (white). When ranked in the order of distance (right), the familyboundary is put immediately before the �rst instance of a di�erent class (grey).disjunctivity (one instance per cluster) and no disjunctivity (one cluster per class). Manytypes of language data appear to be quite disjunct (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel,1998 forthcoming). In highly disjunct data, classes are scattered among many small clusters,which means that instances have few nearest neighbours of the same class on average.Figure 3 illustrates how a family of an instance is determined in a simple two-dimensionalexample instance space. All nearest neighbours of a randomly-picked starting instance (markedby the black dot) are searched and ranked in the order of their distance to the starting in-stance. Although there are �ve instances of the same class in the example space, the familyof the starting instance contains only three instances, since its fourth-nearest instance is of adi�erent class.Families are converted in fambl to family expressions, which are hyperrectangles, bymerging all instances belonging to that family simultaneously. Figure 4 illustrates the creationof a family expression from an instance family. In contrast with nge,� family expressions are created in one operation, rather than by step-wise nesting of eachindividual family member.� a family is abstracted only once and is not merged later on with other instances or familyexpressions.� families cannot contain \holes", i.e., instances with di�erent classes, since the de�nitionof family is such that family abstraction halts as soon as the nearest neighbour with a17
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Figure 4: An example of family creation in fambl. Four grapheme-phoneme instances, along withtheir token occurrence counts (left) are merged into a family expression (right). Feature-valueoccurrences are merged and stored along.di�erent class is met in the local neighbourhood.� fambl keeps track of all occurrence counts of feature values in families, assuming thatthis occurrence information may help in resolving ties in nearest-neighbour search. Itcan be seen in Figure 4 that occurrences of feature values of instance tokens are mergedalong with the values themselves.� fambl is non-incremental: it operates on a complete instance base stored in memory.Notice that families reect the locally optimal k surrounding the instance around whichthe family is created. The locally optimal k is a notion that is also used in locally-weightedlearning methods (Vapnik and Bottou, 1993; Atkeson, Moore, and Schaal, 1997); however,these methods do not abstract from learning material. In this sense, fambl can be seen as alocally-weighted abstractor.2.2.2 The FAMBL algorithmThe fambl algorithm has a learning component and a classi�cation component. The learningcomponent of fambl is composed of two stages: a probing stage and a family extraction stage.The probing stage is a preprocessing stage to the actual family extraction as outlined above.The reason for preprocessing is visualised in Figure 5. The random selection of instances to bea starting point for family creation can be quite unfortunate. When, for example, the middleinstance in the left part of Figure 5 is selected �rst, a seven-instance family is formed withrelatively large within-family distances. Moreover, three other instances that are actually18



Figure 5: Illustration of the need for the preprocessing stage in fambl. The left �gure showsa big family with seven members, forcing the remaining three instances to be their own family.The right �gure shows the same space, but with two other starting points for family creation,displaying a more evenly divided space over two families. Black instances denote starting pointsfor family creation; white instances are of the same class as the starting points, and grey instancesare of a di�erent class.quite close to members of this big family become isolated and are necessarily extracted lateron as single-instance families. The situation in the right part of Figure 5 displays a muchmore desirable situation, in which the space is more evenly divided between only two familiesinstead of four.In the probing stage, all families are extracted randomly and straightforwardly, whilerecords are maintained of (i) the size of each family, and (ii) the average distance betweenthe starting instance of each family and the other instances in the family. When all instancesare captured in families, the mean and the median of both records are computed, and bothmedians are used as threshold values for the second, actual family extraction phase. Thismeans that in the family extraction phase,1. no family is extracted that has more members than the probed median number of mem-bers.2. no family is extracted that has an average distance from the starting instance to theother family members larger than the probed median value.Thus, the actual family extraction phase applies extra careful abstraction, under the assump-tion that it is better to have several medium-sized, adjacent families of the same class thanone big family overlapping the medium ones except for some adjacent boundary instancesthat get isolated. 19



Procedure fambl probing phase:Input: A training set TS of instances I1:::n, each instance being labeled with a family-membership agOutput: Median values of family size, M1, and within-family distance, M2i = 0 1. Randomize the ordering of instances in TS2. Set the family-membership ags of all instances to FALSE3. While not all family ags are TRUE, Do� While the family-membership ag of Ii is TRUE Do increase i� Compute NS, a ranked set of friendly nearest neighbours to Ii among all instances withfamily-membership ag FALSE. Nearest-neighbour instances of a di�erent class withfamily-membership ag TRUE are still used for determining the boundaries of the fam-ily.� Record the number of members in the new virtual family: jNSj + 1� Record the average distance of instances in NS to Ii� Set the membership ags of Ii and all instances in NS to TRUE4. Compute M15. Compute M2Figure 6: Schematised overview of the probing phase in fambl.It should be noted that with symbolic feature values (and without value-di�erence metrics),the k nearest neighbours in any matching operation may not be the same as the number ofdi�erent distances found in this nearest-neighbour set. For example, �ve nearest neighboursmay be equally-best matching with an new instance when they all di�er in the same singlefeature value. The k in fambl, including the median value found in the probing phase, ischosen to refer to the k number of di�erent distances found among the nearest neigbours.A schematised overview of the two fambl learning phases is displayed in Figures 6 and 7.After learning, the original instance base is discarded, and further classi�cation is basedonly on the set of family expressions yielded by the family-extraction phase. Classi�cation infambl works analogously to classi�cation in pure memory-based learning, and classi�cationin nge: a match is made between a new test instance and all stored family expressions. Whena family expression records a disjunction of values for a certain feature, matching is perfectwhen one of the disjuncted values matches the value at that feature in the new instance.Merged feature-value counts are summed for each feature-value match, to be used in case ofties: when two or more family expressions of di�erent classes match equally well with the newinstance, the expression is selected with the highest summed occurrence of matched features.20



Procedure fambl family-extraction phase:Input: A training set TS of instances I1:::n, each instance being labeled with a family-membership agOutput: A family set FS of family expressions F1:::m, m � ni = f = 01. Randomize the ordering of instances in TS2. Set the family-membership ags of all instances to FALSE3. While not all family ags are TRUE, Do� While the family-membership ag of Ii is TRUE Do increase i� Compute NS, a ranked set of friendly nearest neighbours to Ii among all instances withfamily-membership ag FALSE. Nearest-neighbour instances of a di�erent class withfamily-membership ag TRUE are still used for determining the boundaries of the fam-ily.� Compute the number of members in the new virtual family: jNSj + 1� Compute the average distance of all instances in NS to Ii: ANS;I� While ((jNS + 1j > M1)OR(ANS;I > M2)) Do remove the most distant family member toI in NS� Set the membership ags of Ii and all remaining instances in NS to TRUE� Merge Ii and all instances in NS into the family expression Ff� f = f + 1Figure 7: Schematised overview of the family-extraction phase in fambl.When the tie remains, the class is selected that occurs the most frequently in the completefamily expression set.We conclude our description of the fambl algorithm by noting that fambl allows for theinclusion of informational abstraction in the form of feature-weighting, instance-weightingand value-di�erence metrics. For comparisons with other algorithms, as described in the nextsection, we have included some of these metrics as options in fambl. Weighting metricsare likely to have a profound e�ect on family extraction. For example, a study by Vanden Bosch (1997) suggests that using information-gain feature weighting (Quinlan, 1986) inpure memory-based learning (viz. ib1-ig, Daelemans and Van den Bosch (1992a)), can yieldconsiderably bigger families.
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3 E�ects of careful abstraction: A comparative casestudyWe performed a series of experiments concerning the application of a wide range of careful-abstracting methods, described in the previous section, to grapheme-phoneme conversion. Itis intended to provide indications for the e�cacy of di�erent careful abstraction approachesas compared to pure memory-based learning, including variants of both approaches whichuse weighting metrics. As said, the chosen benchmark task is known for its sensitivity toabstraction, so that it is likely that any di�erences in abstraction methods show up mostclearly in results obtained with this task.From an original instance base of 77,565 word-pronunciation pairs extracted from theCELEX lexical data base of Dutch (Baayen, Piepenbrock, and van Rijn, 1993) we created tenequal-sized data sets each containing 7,757 word-pronunciation pairs. Using windowing (cf.Section 2) and partitioning of this data in 90% training and 10% test instances, ten trainingand test sets are derived containing on average 60,813 and 6761 instances, respectively. Theseare token counts; in the training sets, 54,295 instance types occur (on average). Notice thatthese training and test sets are not constructed as is usual in 10-fold cross validation (Weissand Kulikowski, 1991), where training sets largely overlap. Here, each training and test set isderived from words that are not used in any other training or test set3. This approach, usingrelatively small data sets as compared to earlier studies (Van den Bosch, 1997), was takento cope with the extreme memory demands of some of the algorithms tested. Furthermore,we believe that the approach alleviates some of the objections raised against using t-tests forsigni�cance testing with dependent data sets (Salzberg, 1997; Dietterich, 1998).In this series, one experiment consists of applying one algorithm to each of the ten trainingsets, and a test on each of the respective test sets4. Apart from the careful abstractors ib2,ib3, igtree, rise, nge, and fambl, we include the pure memory-based learning algorithmspebls (Cost and Salzberg, 1993) and ib1(-ig) (Aha, Kibler, and Albert, 1991; Daelemans3Nevertheless, since words are partly similar and since windowing only looks at parts of words, there is someoverlap in the instances occurring in the di�erent sets.4Experiments with ib1, ib1-ig, and igtree were performed using the TiMBL software package, available athttp://ilk.kub.nl/. 22



metrics generalisation number ofalgorithm IG CPS VDM CN2 error (%) � memory itemspebls x 88.99 0.32 54295ib1 x x 88.91 0.63 54294rise x x 88.88 0.61 20252ib1 x 88.83 0.61 54294fambl x 88.82 0.61 35141igtree x 88.46 0.53 12202ib1 x 87.88 0.66 54294pebls x x 87.51 0.60 54294ib1 78.07 0.79 54294ib2 74.27 0.66 19917ib3 73.33 0.45 19196fambl 72.26 0.76 31889nge x 61.79 0.86 25627c4.5 x 87.10 0.43 20889Naive Bayes 74.16 0.58 {Table 2: Overview of generalisation errors and memory usage obtained with pure memory-basedlearning and careful abstraction methods, as well as with c4.5 and Naive Bayes.and Van den Bosch, 1992b) in the comparison. Each experiment yields (i) the mean gener-alisation accuracy, in percentages correctly classi�ed test instances, (ii) a standard deviationon this mean, and (iii) a count on the number of items in memory (i.e., instances or mergedinstances). Table 2 lists these experimental outcomes for all algorithms tested. As some ofthese algorithms use metrics for weighting (ig, class-prediction strength (cps), value-di�erencemetrics (vdm), or rule-induction metrics in rise (the cn2 metrics), we have marked the useof such metrics explicitly in separate columns, using `x' for denoting the presence of a metricin the algorithm in that row. Table 3 displays the signi�cance test results (one-tailed t-tests)performed with each pair of algorithms. Signi�cant results (i.e., with p < 0:05, marked withasterisks) indicate that the algorithm in the row has a signi�cantly higher generalisationaccuracy than the algorithm in the column.The results indicate a group of �ve best-performing algorithms that, in pair-wise compar-isons, do not perform signi�cantly di�erent: pebls (with mvdm), (ii) ib1 (with ig and mvdm),(iii) rise (with svdm and the cn2 rule-induction metric), (iv) ib1 (with ig), and (v) fambl(with ig). Moreover, igtree does not perform signi�cantly di�erent with all algorithms inthis group except for pebls. A general property of this group is that they all employ weightingmetrics. All algorithms using ig weighting are in this best-performing group, when igtreeis included. Thus, these results add to the existing empirical evidence of positive e�ects of23



algorithm ib1 rise ib1 fambl igtree ib1 pebls ib1 ib2 ib3 fambl ngeig svdm ig ig mvdm cps cpsmvdm cn2 mvdmpebls-cps-mvdm ** *** *** *** *** *** *** ***ib1-ig-mvdm | ** *** *** *** *** *** ***rise-mvdm-ri | | ** *** *** *** *** *** ***ib1-ig | | | ** *** *** *** *** *** ***fambl-ig | | | | ** *** *** *** *** *** ***igtree | | | | | * *** *** *** *** *** ***ib1-mvdm | | | | | | *** *** *** *** ***pebls-cps-mvdm | | | | | | | *** *** *** *** ***ib1 | | | | | | | | *** *** *** ***ib2 | | | | | | | | | *** *** ***ib3 | | | | | | | | | | *** ***fambl | | | | | | | | | | | ***Table 3: Signi�cance results: one-tailed t-test outcomes for algorithm pairs, expressing whetherthe algorithm in the row has a signi�cant lower generalisation error than the algorithm in thecolumn. `*' denotes p < 0:05; `**' denotes p < 0:01; `***' denotes p < 0:001.weighting metrics.Of course, our focus is on the e�ects of careful abstraction. Within the group of �ve best-performing algorithms, two are careful abstractors, performing careful merging of instances:rise and fambl. rise is able to shrink its rule base down to 20,252 rules. As compared to the54,295 instance types that are all stored in pure memory-based learning (pebls, ib1), riseobtains an item compression of 62.7%. fambl compresses less: 35.3%. igtree, boundarymember of the best-performing group, is able to compress the instance bases into trees thatcontain, on average, only 12,202 nodes, which are counted as items here, but which do notdirectly relate to instances. In sum, we see the careful abstraction approaches rise, fambl,and igtree reducing the number of memory items, while equalling the performance of purememory-based approaches, given a speci�c choice of weighting metrics.It is relevant to our central topic to analyse the e�ects of careful abstraction withoutadditional weighting, thus drawing on the results obtained with ib1, ib2, ib3, and famblwithout weighting. Here, pure memory-based learning is at a signi�cant advantage: ib1 issigni�cantly more accurate than each of the three carefully-abstracting methods. In turn, ib2performs signi�cantly better than ib3 and fambl, and ib3 performs signi�cantly better thanfambl. For this task, (i) editing in ib2 and ib3 is harmful; (ii) the noise reduction in ib3 isextra harmful; and (iii) family extraction is even more harmful than incremental editing. Forfambl, this provides an indication that ig weighting may be essential for the success of the24



approach. In other words, ig weighting yields a rescaling of the instance space better suitedfor generalisation.Finally, we make two side observations. First, nge with its default class-predictionstrength weighting, performs signi�cantly worse than ib2, ib3, and fambl. It is unclearwhat contributes most to this low accuracy: its strategy to nest hyperrectangles, or the class-prediction strength weighting. Since pebls with class-prediction strength weighting attainsa signi�cantly lower accuracy than pebls without this weighting, nge's performance maybe also be su�ering from this weighting. Second, when we compare the performances of thememory-based learning algorithms with decision-tree learning in c4.5 and the Naive Bayesclassi�er (Langley, Iba, and Thompson, 1992) (displayed at the bottom of Table 2), we candetermine roughly that c4.5 performs worse than most weighted memory-based methods, aresult that is in agreement with Van den Bosch (1997) and Daelemans, Van den Bosch, andZavrel (1998 forthcoming), and that the Naive Bayes classi�er, which may serve as a goodbaseline classi�er, performs at the level of ib2.4 A comparative study on a range of language learn-ing tasksThe dataset of grapheme-phoneme conversion task instances used in Section 3 is kept arti-�cially small. For this task, but also for other language tasks, considerably larger data setsare available. It is not uncommon in inductive language learning studies to use data setswith hundreds of thousands of instances, �rst, because learning curve studies show general-isation improvements at very large data set sizes (Daelemans, Berck, and Gillis, 1997; Vanden Bosch, 1997); second, because many language data sets represent sparse instance spaces:many samples are needed to represent at least a fair share of normally distributed data forthe task at hand.Many current implementations of careful-abstraction learning algorithms do not allow forexperiments on data sets of this size, although (i) optimisations may resolve part of the prob-lem, and (ii) computer technology developments continue to soften the need for optimisations.25



We were able to apply fambl to large data sets however, and present the results of these ex-periments here. We performed a series of 10-fold cross validation experiments (Weiss andKulikowski, 1991) with fambl, augmented with ig feature weighting, on grounds of the posi-tive e�ect of this metric on fambl's performance on the grapheme-phoneme conversion taskreported in Section 3. fambl is applied to language data sets used in earlier studies (Van denBosch, Daelemans, and Weijters, 1996; Van den Bosch, 1997; Daelemans, Van den Bosch, andZavrel, 1998 forthcoming). The data sets represent a range of language tasks: morphologicalsegmentation, word pronunciation, base-NP chunking, and PP attachment. Table 4 lists thenumbers of instances, feature values, and classes of the data sets of these four tasks. Webriey outline the underlying tasks that these data sets represent.Morphological segmentation (henceforth ms) is the segmentation of words into labeledmorphemes. Each instance represents a window snapshot of a word of nine letters. Itsclass represents the presence or absence of a morpheme boundary immediately beforethe middle letter. If present, it also encodes the type of morpheme starting at thatposition, i.e., whether it is a stem, an inection, a stress-neutral a�x, or a stress-a�ecting a�x. For example, the word booking is composed of the stem book and theinection ing; consequently, the �rst instance generated from the word is booki withclass `present{stem', the second bookin with class `absent', the �fth booking withclass `present-inection', the sixth ooking with class `absent', etc. See (Van den Bosch,Daelemans, and Weijters, 1996) for more details.Word pronunciation is similar to the grapheme-phoneme conversion task illustrated ear-lier, but with two di�erences: (i) the windows only span seven letters, and (ii) the classrepresents a combined phoneme and a stress marker. The stress marker part denoteswhether the phoneme is the �rst of a syllable receiving primary or secondary stress. Forexample, class `/b/1' indicates a phoneme /b/ that is the �rst phoneme of a syllablereceiving primary stress, which would be the class label of the instance book from theword booking. See (Van den Bosch, 1997) for more details. The task is referred to as gsfor grapheme-phoneme conversion plus stress assignment.Base-NP chunking (henceforth np) is the segmentation of sentences into non-recursive26



NPs (Abney, 1991). Veenstra (1998 forthcoming) used the Base-NP tag set as presentedin (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995): I for inside a Base-NP, O for outside a Base-NP, andB for the �rst word in a Base-NP following another Base-NP. As an example, the IOBtagged sentence: \The/I postman/I gave/O the/I man/I a/B letter/I ./O" results inthe following Base-NP bracketed sentence: \[The postman] gave [the man] [a letter]."The data are based on the same material as used by Ramshaw and Marcus (1995) whichis extracted from the Wall Street Journal text in the parsed Penn Treebank (Marcus,Santorini, and Marcinkiewicz, 1993). An instance (constructed for each focus word)consists of features referring to words (two left-neighbour and one right-neighbour word),their part-of-speech tags, and IOB tags (predicted by a �rst-stage classi�er) of the focusand the two left and right neighbour words. See Veenstra (1998 forthcoming) for moredetails, and (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming) for a series ofexperiments on the data set also used here.PP attachment (henceforth pp) is the attachment of a PP in the sequence VP NP PP (VP= verb phrase, NP = noun phrase, PP = prepositional phrase). The data consists offour-tuples of words, extracted from the Wall Street Journal Treebank (Ratnaparkhi,Reynar, and Roukos, 1994). They took all sentences that contained the pattern VP NPPP and extracted the head words from the constituents, yielding a V N1 P N2 pattern(V = verb, N = noun, P = preposition). For each pattern they recorded whether thePP was attached to the verb or to the noun in the treebank parse. For example, thesentence \he eats pizza with a fork" would yield the pattern eats, pizza, with, fork,verb.. A contrasting sentence would be \he eats pizza with anchovies": eats, pizza,with, anchovies, noun. From the original data set, used in statistical disambiguationmethods by Ratnaparkhi, Reynar, and Roukos (1994) and Collins and Brooks (1995),and in a memory-based learning experiment by Zavrel, Daelemans, and Veenstra (1997),(Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming) took the train and test settogether to form the data also used here.For each task fambl is compared with ib1, ib1-ig, and igtree. Table 5 lists the gener-alisation accuracies obtained in these comparisons, on the four tasks. The results of ib1-ig27



# # Values of feature # # Data setTask Features 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Classes instancesms 9 42 42 42 42 41 42 42 42 42 2 573,544gs 7 42 42 42 41 42 42 42 159 675,745pp 4 3,474 4,612 68 5,780 2 23,898np 11 20,231 20,282 20,245 20,263 86 87 86 89 3 3 3 3 251,124Table 4: Speci�cations of the four investigated data sets of the m, gs, pp, and np learning tasks:numbers of features, values per feature, classes, and instances.and igtree are reproduced from (Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel, 1998 forthcoming).One-tailed t-tests yield signi�cance results that show at a general level that (i) ib1-ig is sig-ni�cantly more accurate than igtree on all tasks; (ii) fambl is signi�cantly more accuratethan igtree on the ms, np, and pp tasks, and (iii) ib1-ig is signi�cantly more accurate thanfambl on the ms, gs, and pp tasks. The latter results show that fambl's careful abstractionis not careful enough on these tasks.ib1-ig fambl-ig igtreeTask % � >fambl? >igtree? % � >igtree? % �ms 98.02 0.05 *** *** 97.84 0.06 *** 97.45 0.06gs 93.45 0.15 ** *** 93.22 0.24 93.09 0.15np 98.07 0.05 *** 98.04 0.05 *** 97.28 0.08pp 83.48 1.16 ** *** 81.80 1.14 *** 78.28 1.79Table 5: Generalisation accuracies (percentages correctly classi�ed test instances, with standarddeviations) of ib1-ig, fambl, and igtree on the ms, gs, np, and pp tasks. Asterisks denote theoutcomes of one-tailed t-tests, denoting a signi�cantly better accuracy of the algorithm in the rowcompared to the algorithm in the column. `**' denotes p < 0:01; `***' denotes p < 0:001.On closer inspection of the experimental results, the behaviour of fambl on the four tasksturns out to be di�erent. We monitored for all experiments the number of families that famblprobed and extracted, including the median sizes and within-family distances it found duringprobing. Table 6 displays these results averaged over the ten experiments performed on eachtask. The table also displays two additional quantities: (i) the measured clusteredness, whichreects the number of disjunct clusters (families) per class, averaged over classes, weightedby their frequency, and (ii) the percentage of compression over the number of memory items(instances vs. family expressions). Both quantities are reported for the probing stage as wellas the family stage.Table 6 illustrates how much abstraction is actually attained by fambl. In the probing28



generalisation probed families extracted familiesaccuracy cluster- % item median cluster- % itemTask % � # edness compr. k distance # edness comp.ms 97.84 0.06 18,783 8,435 93.4 2 0.078 131,776 74,616 53.7gs 93.22 0.24 37,457 1,693 83.2 1 0.084 153,441 8,445 31.0np 98.04 0.05 5,238 2,413 97.7 3 0.155 59,376 29,072 72.4pp 81.80 1.14 157 78 99.3 1 0.078 6,414 3,193 70.1Table 6: Speci�cations of the average number of families extracted by fambl on each of thefour learning tasks, with mean and median family sizes (k) and within-family distance. Thegeneralisation performance is repeated from Table 5.phases, the clusteredness of classes is already in the order of a thousand, except for the pptask, while in the family extraction phase clusteredness in the ms and np tasks reaches levelsin the order of ten thousand. The numbers of extracted families are also very high (e.g.,153,441 for the gs task in the family extraction phase). The increased numbers of familiesand the clusteredness in the family extraction phase as compared to the probing phase arethe direct e�ect of using the thresholds computed in the probing phase. The thresholds onthe k, for example, illustrate that family extraction is strictly limited to k = 1 in the gs andpp tasks, i.e., family members are allowed to mismatch in only one feature value. With ms(2) and np (3), mismatching of family members is slighly more liberal.In the extraction phase, compression (the percentage reduction on the number of itemsin memory, from instances in pure memory-based learning to family expressions) ranges from31.0% with the gs task to 72.4% with np, which is considerable. The lowest compression isobtained with gs, on which fambl did not outperform igtree, and the highest compressionis obtained with np, on which fambl equalled with ib1-ig. This would suggest that theunderlying assumptions of fambl apply successfully to the np task, and that the gs taskdata has properties that fambl is less prepared to handle adequately. We have two workinghypotheses on what these properties might be:1. The gs data is very disjunct: fambl detects a relatively high number of families dur-ing probing and family extraction. The random selection of starting points for familyextraction, although heuristically patched with the preprocessing of the probing phase,may still lead to unwanted e�ects as illustrated in Figure 5 when data is very disjunct.2. fambl tends to blur feature interaction: it allows the combination of feature values that29



never occurred in that constellation in the learning material, while for some tasks, in-cluding gs, this generalisation may be unwanted. For example, considering the exampleof Figure 3, it may be actually counterproductive for the family expression in this �gureto fully match with accepe or accedt, which are nonsensical, but for which it is inany case unclear whether the cc would be pronounced /ks/.Feature interaction on a local basis is ignored in all memory-based learning methods mentionedin this paper; we return to this matter in Section 5 in which we discuss openings to addfeature-interaction methods in memory-based learning.While our focus is on language learning, fambl is a machine learning algorithm that mayalso be tested according to more standard machine learning methodology. In machine learningit is common to compare algorithms on series of benchmark data sets of very di�erent nature,to avoid the comparison of algorithms on data on which one is tuned to, and the other is nottypically suited for (Salzberg, 1997). fambl may have a bias to language-like data. Only asmall part of typical benchmark data sets is language-related. We have applied fambl to aselection of benchmark tasks from the UCI repository (C. Blake and Merz, 1998) with onlysymbolic feature values, using tenfold cross-validation experiments. Table 7 shows the resultsfrom the probing phase, repeating some of the results obtained with the language data setsearlier. In terms of clusteredness and numbers of probed families, only the pp data is nearsome of the benchmark data sets. The other three language learning task data sets are somuch bigger that any further comparisons with benchmark data sets become blurred by thisfactor. Although we plan to pursue investigating any task bias of fambl, benchmark datawill need to be found that at least approach the data set sizes of our language data. Thegeneration of arti�cial data may be needed (Aha, 1992).5 DiscussionWe have reported on two case studies of applying abstraction methods in memory-based learn-ing in a careful manner, to language learning tasks. In a �rst study, on learning grapheme-phoneme conversion from a moderately-sized data set, we found that the careful abstractorsrise, fambl, and igtree were able to equal the generalisation accuracy of their pure memory-30



data set # probed cluster- median % memoryTask size families edness k item compr.ms 573,544 18,783 8435 2 93.4gs 675,745 37,457 1693 1 83.2np 251,124 5,238 2413 3 97.7pp 23,898 157 78 1 99.3audiology 226 72 7 1 60.5kr vs kp 3,198 137 69 3 95.2mushroom 8,124 23 11 40 99.7nursery 12,961 682 198 2 94.2soybean-l 683 90 9 2 84.3splice 3,190 334 128 3 87.7tic-tac-toe 958 161 84 3 81.4votes 435 38 19 1 87.7Table 7: Comparison of data set size, average numbers of probed families, clusteredness, medianfamily size (k), and memory item compressions, between the language data and a selection ofsymbolic uci benchmark data, as measured in fambl's probing phaseq (averaged over 10-foldcross validation experiments).based counterparts pebls and ib1-ig. All best-performing algorithms implement (combina-tions of) weighting metrics; without them, any careful abstraction is harmful to generalisationperformance as compared to pure memory-based learning.In a second case study we applied the pure memory-based learning algorithm ib1-ig andthe careful abstractors fambl and igtree to a range of language learning tasks (reproducingsome of the work presented in Daelemans, Van den Bosch, and Zavrel (1998 forthcoming)).While igtree, which creates oblivious decision trees, performed worst overall, thus displayingharmful abstraction, fambl performed closer to ib1-ig, though only equalling it on only onetask (base-NP chunking). Closer analyses of the learned models indicated that tasks suchas grapheme-phoneme conversion and word pronunciation may have properties (such as localfeature interaction) that fambl does not handle adequately.Although the obtained results do not point at the superuousness of pure memory-basedlearning, we have seen that carefully transforming an instance base into a set of generalisedinstances may yield compact models that perform close or equal to their pure memory-basedcounterparts. Careful abstraction in current approaches turns out to be not careful enoughsometimes, and these current approaches may be failing to detect �ne-grained and local featureinteractions. Nevertheless, we believe these problems may be tackled within the frameworkof careful abstraction, yielding a general approach that may demonstrate that generalised31



instances can be working units in memory-based learning and processing.In addition, we note, qualitatively and briey, some interesting features of family-basedlearning that allow for further research. Consider the examples displayed in Table 8 of actualfamily expressions as found by fambl on the �ve language learning tasks investigated here.For each task, three examples are given. Curly brackets bound the disjunctions of mergedvalues at single features. We note two general characteristics of families we see being extractedby fambl:1. In every family, there is at least one feature that has one �xed value. In some examples,most or all features are �xed (e.g, in the `dioxide' example of the m3 task, apparentlydisambiguating the segmentation between i and o in this particular word with other: : :io: : : sequences in which this segmentation does not occur). In general, families arealways characterised by at least one �xed feature value, which is usually a feature witha high (or the highest) information gain.2. Values that are grouped on one feature are often related (just as they will have, onaverage, small value di�erence, as value di�erence metrics compute precisely such class-related cooccurrences as happening in families, only on a global level). In cases wherevalues are letters, graphematically and phonetically close groups, such as fa,e,ig orfa,o,ug, tend to reoccur. In cases where values are words, grouped values often appearto display some sort of syntactic{semantic relatedness.In sum, there appears to be information hidden in extracted families that may be useful forother purposes, or for further abstraction. We now turn to our �nal remarks on future topicsof research that elaborate on these indications.5.1 Future researchSummarising, we identify four strands of future research that we view as relevant follow-upsof the case studies described in this article and other work on abstraction in memory-basedlearning. First, from the language learning perspective:� Families extracted in fambl show interesting grouping of values that may be generalisedfurther, e.g., by summarising frequently reoccurring groups using single identi�ers or32



Task Example family expression classgp fb,p,c,t,wg r i c k fk,l,i,sg fi,n, g fl,e,g, g -fo,e,ig fu,sg fs,l,tg n e s s Ir e fw,og fr,ig fi,rg ft,eg ims u n fd,sg i fg,d,s,vg 2d i o x i d e cfj,u,r,hg fi,ag fg,ng g l i e r 0gs f ,n,ag fn,cg o n - ff,vg fi,l,og 0nfe,f,g,i,k,l,m,p,r,s,u,vg e t e d 0If ,o,yg s fy,ag n t fh,ag fe,c,xg 0nnp the fnews,notion,time,understandingg that fBritish, Mr.g DT NN IN NP I I I Ofof,solarg fvans,systems,reportersg and flight,TVg fIN,JJg NNS CC NN I I fO,Ig Ofsluggish,possible,secondg fgrowth,sale,quarterg or feven,other,secondg JJ NN CC JJ I I I Ipp ftaken,'s,casts,has,is,playg fcase,nothing,light,sketches,number,out�elderg on side Vboost stake in fconglomerate,business,makerg Nadding fconfusion,argument,insult,land,measures,money,penny,voicesg to : : :: : : fsituation,arsenal,injury,residence,it,balances,tax,chorusg VTable 8: Examples of probed families for each of the �ve language learning tasks investigated inSections 3 and 4. gp refers to grapheme-phoneme conversion (Section 3). Occurrence counts offeature values are left out for clarity.wildcards. Moreover, merged value groups represent a sort of non-hierarchical clustering,that may be used as (or transformed into) an information source for the learning taskitself, or to other related learning tasks.� Memory-based learning in the approaches mentioned in this article all ignore featureinteraction: the phenomenon of feature combinations that also contribute signi�cantinformation to classi�cation when taken together. This may also refer to exploring theinteraction of speci�c values of di�erent features. The phenomenon is addressed in recentwork on maximum entropy models applied to language learning (Ratnaparkhi, 1996;Ratnaparkhi, 1997) and Winnow algorithms (Golding and Roth, 1998 forthcoming).We view the incorporation of feature interaction in memory-based learning as feasible,certainly when an integrative approach is taken combining memory-based learning withthese related areas.As regards the learning and classi�cation algorithms presently constituting fambl, weidentify the following two topics of further research as most relevant:� Asymptotic analyses of storage, learning, and classi�cation in fambl need to be made,and at least compared with those for the related approaches rise and nge. fambl'scurrent implementation is fast, but empirical comparisons of learning speed of di�er-33



ent algorithms with di�erent levels of optimisations in their implementations does notconstitute sound data for concluding that fambl is also theoretically more e�cient.� Investigations should be performed into equipping fambl with less random and moresensible-heuristic-driven (yet non-parametric) probing and selection of families, providedthat the current speed of fambl is not harmed seriously. It is important to investigatewhat unwanted e�ects may be caused by fambl's random-selection approach to probingand extraction of families, and how to possibly counteract them.While a �rst target of these future investigations will be to make fambl handle certaintypes of data more adequately, we hope to arrive at an integrative view on careful abstractionand the nature of the basic storage units in memory-based learning in general, also connectingto maximum-entropy,Winnow, and possibly also connectionist approaches to abstraction fromfull memory storage.AcknowledgementsThis research was done in the context of the \Induction of Linguistic Knowledge" (ILK)research programme, supported partially by the Netherlands Organization for Scienti�c Re-search (NWO). The author wishes to thank Walter Daelemans, Jakub Zavrel, Ton Weijters,Ko van der Sloot, and the other members of the Tilburg ILK group for stimulating discussionsand support. Software code for the rise algorithm was kindly provided by Pedro Domingos;Dietrich Wettschereck kindly granted permission to use his implementation of nge.ReferencesAbney, S. 1991. Parsing by chunks. In Principle-Based Parsing. Kluwer Academic Publishers,Dordrecht.Aha, D. W. 1992. Generalizing from case studies: a case study. In Proceedings of theNinth International Conference on Machine Learning, pages 1{10, San Mateo, CA. MorganKaufmann.
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